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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, October 14, 1938

PSA Plans Student
Body Card Drive

HOW MANY, JUNAN?

Final PSA student body card drive, under the lead
ership of Ken Klaas, will start next week in an attempt
to corral the 270-odd Junior College students still out
side the PSA fold.
This was the major outcome of Wednesday's meet

Initial Debate
Of Season
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Varsity Speakers Hold
Practice Harangue

International Regulations
Club Hears Placed On
Knoles
Traffic
Pacific President Leads
Initial Discussion

By Student Affairs
Group This Week
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The work of John Olsen, in
structor of art at the University
of California at Los Angeles, and
formerly of the Kamehameha
School for Boys in Hawaii is be
ing presented this week and next
in a one-man art show at the art
department studios in Weber Hall,
Rooms 217 and 221. The studios
will be open from 8:00 a m to
6:00 p. m. every day with the ex
ception of Saturdays and Sun
days.
Hawaiian mountains and Mexi
can landscapes are featured as
subject matter of these unusual
water color paintings which are
devoid of the cheap device of
"local colour." Mr. Olsen has gone
further and found the profound
and almost living quality of the
varied mountain shapes that lie
like tired
mammoths
heaped
against the heavens, or rear point
ed fingers upwards to meet the
heavy clouds.
FINE TECHNIQUE
The somber balanced meter of
his "Geometries" is as interesting
as the polished olive facets
of
"Drama in Olive," while a beauti
ful arrangement of space and
shape is contained in "Lovely
Mountain." In contrast to the
etherial, delicate charm of the
Hawaiian paintings, the earthy,
peasant muddiness of his Mexican
works which were painted last
summer, is notable in the whole
exhibition, the several styles show
ing an eager, experimental, and
therefore involving mind:
"The Islander," a Honolulu pub
lication, In its May Issue says of
Olsen's work:
"The mountains of Hawaii have
never found as great an inter
preter in paint as In the work of
John Olsen; this is art of great
importance to those who look for
originality and creative aesthetic
ability in the fine arts, while for
those who love landscapes they
live among, the message is direct
and true in this exhibition."
E. Grace Ward of the Senior
College Art Department has said
of this showing: "Visitors to this
exhibition will be delighted with
the variety of expression in the
different paintings shown by Mr.
Olsen."
Miss Charlotte Spalteholz of the
Junior College Art Department
said, concerning the show, "It is
undoubtedly the most important
exhibition of its kind ever to come
to Stockton."
When the exhibition closes Fri
day, October 21, it will be taken
to the Haggin Memorial Art Gal
leries and Pioneer Museum.

In 1938 Baxter
Grid Opener Tonight

No. 5

Exploration Film
Here Next Week
Adventures Of Hancock Expedition
To Be Shown; Concert Presented
Under the sponsorship of the Allan Hancock Expedi
tions and starring the adventures of Explorer Hancock
himself, a motion picture will be presented in the Col
lege of the Pacific Auditorium at 8 p. m., Tuesday, Oc
tober 18. The film will show the life of the strange

•people found along the tropical
shores of the Americas and on
the Galapagos Islands.
Preceding the pictures will be
a concert by an ensemble of eight
musicians in which Capt. Hancock
will appear as 'cellist. The en
semble has played the past sea
sons over nation-wide radio net
works.
Lost in mental observation-car reverie above is Junan Bronzich,
NATURE STUDY
PSA vice-president, who seems to bo trying to determine whether
The motion picture deals main
Pacific will score two or three touchdowns against Cal. Her com
ly with the nature studies of
panion, Nancy Greaves, apparently had the whole thing figured opt.
Snapped by Dick Blddell, staff photographer, en route to Berkeley
Distributed this week among birds, animals, reptiles, . and sea
on the Cal. "Special." (P. S. Junan's mental flyer went for nought
It also tells of the
students of both Senior and Junior animals.
—for Pacific, and 39 for California.)
•
primitive tribes known as the Seri
Colleges was a questionnaire form,
clans who inhabit the islands of
seeking to gain information re Tiburon in the Gulf of California.
garding the expenses of the stud They are more commonly known
ents at Pacific during the nine as the lost tribe due to the fact
that they are not skilled in any
months of the school year.
of the arts of modern man.
Originating in the office of Dean
Many of the scenes which arc
of Men James H. Corson, the laid in the Galapagos archipelago
questionnaire was co-sponsored by tell of the self-styled Baroness
the WEEKLY in an attempt to Eloisa Bosquet von Wagner who
gain statistics of potential adver set herself up as an erstwhile
Empress, only to vanish unac
tising value to the paper.
countably with one of her men
ITEMS LISTED
friends, as tragedy overtook her
Much food for thought was
Discussion of campus traffic
Passed out in both assemblies Island empire.
The Seris live in the open and
this week, the mimographed forms
served at the opening meeting of rules, was the principal topic at
roam
from place to place in
requested
information
from
the
the International Affairs Club last the Student Affairs Committee
student concerning his expendi search of food. Their abodes are
Tuesday when Dr. Tully C. Knloes meeting Tuesday, October 11, in
tures during the school year for tiny stockades of brush and dried
gave a comprehensive discussion the S. C. A. rooms.
such items as room and board, grasses, usually roofless, and
To enforce traffic rules, printed
of European affairs, dealing, main
clothing, entertainment, operating sometimes used to break the wind
and maintenance expenses, dues, only for a night. These frail
ly with the influence of dictators cards listing traffic violations are
to be issued. Students found dis
contributions and gifts to various shelters are called "jacles."
upon nations and nationality.
obeying rules will be given a card
organizations, transportation and PELICAN WORSHIP
Dr. Knoles stated that we are with the violation checked, and
Until the visitors from the main
miscellaneous.
entering a new phase of interna after three offenses the student
The student was asked to esti land and representatives of the
government
provided
tional affairs, and drew especial must appear before the commit
mate his total average expendi Mexican
attention to the differences be tee.
ture in Stockton during the nine them with clothing, the Seris
tween the treaty territorial align VIOLATIONS
month period for each of these usually were clad In hides and
Interesting and colorful
ments of the past and those of
items and to give a grand total at skins.
Many cars have been parking
the present. He pointed out that
the end of hi3 figures opposite ceremonial robes often were fash
ioned of palican skins, feather
one of the factors contributing to over white lines and in restricted
each division.
areas, especially on the South side
side out. The brown pelican is
this change is Herr Hitler.
VITAL INTEREST
thought by some historians to
"Because of Hitler," he said, of Science Lane. A drive against
These statistics, when released, have once been revered as a deiiy
"more emphasis has been placed violators will begin next week.
will show to an adequate extent by the Seris.
on nationality than ever before, First offenses will receive a repri
They never become familiar
the purchasing power of the Pa
and because of this emphasis, mand. Repeated offenses are li
cific Student Association and, may with the art of weaving; made
blood relationships wil. probably able to-fine.
The committee will discuss some
be of vital interest to downt.pwn only the crudest sort of tools and
determine future alignments."
school problems each week such
merchants, as well as college au pottery; did-dalned even the sim
OTHER TOPICS
as cheating in the classroom and
plest sort of agricultural pur
thorities conducting the poll.
After Dr. Knoles' talk, those subduing noise in the library and
Compilation of the questionnaire suits and although they seem to
present engaged in a discussion of preventitive measures will be
figures will be made this week have been familiar with the fish
Hitler and Mussolini, their much taken to solve these problems.
end and the results will be an spear, they failed to develop the
publicized friendship, and their
nounced in next issue of the bow and arrow.
respective goals; the Chinese-Jap- GAMBLING OUT
The Seris are said to excel at
WEEKLY.
The S. C. A. has gone on rec
anese conflict; and the rumor that
the chase and have been credited
the British Empire is moving her ord as opposed to gambling on
with running down and capturing
the lawns. Official action will be
capitol to Canada.
wild deer. Their only effort to
Refreshments were served and taken against violators.
produce food is the drying of
A survey has been conducted
a brief business meeting held.
meat and fish in the sun. They
President Gregg Phifer asked that this week by the committee to 5
have no community store houses,
a new permanent vice-president estimate how many students living
nor any semblance of common
enterprise.
and a new social chairman be off the campus require the use of
lockers.
elected at the next meeting.
LECTURES COMING
The most recent addition
o
Dr. G. A. Werner spoke before
Allan Hancock, his ensemble
to the recreational facilities
CLUB MEETINGS
the new Public Affairs Group last
and pictures were brought here
of the College of the Pacific
These meetings are held every
Wednesday evening in the S. C. A.
through the efforts of Dr. Fred
campus is the "Pacific Wad
other Tuesday at 3:15 P. M. fn
rooms. His subject "The Men and
Farley, dean of the Senior Col
ing Pool." This refreshing,
the S. C. A. rooms. Next meeting
the State Campaign Issues," gave
lege. His appearance will mark
enlarged puddle, fed by the
will be on October 25. Prospec
much food for thought and high
the first of a series of similar lec
regular lawn-flooding system,
tive members are Invited to at
lights on the political campaign
tures and concerts to be given
is unique in that sometimes
tend. The club is limited to 25
now current in the state, as well
throughout the school year.
it is there and sometimes it
members, is more than half full
as information concerning some of
isn't.
Usually it can be
now.
the leading candidates for various
found directly behind Wom
In the coming conference of the
Serjes of thirty-five motion pic state offices.
en's Hall, on either Monday,
Northern California-Nevada Re
This new campus organization
tures of the various provinces of
Tuesday, or Wednesday of
gion of International Relations France is now being shown by was organized last week at the
each week.
Clubs, this chapter will be repre
the French Department in room home of Professor Emory Fast
Admission is free to all
sented by Gregg Phifer; Dr. G. A.
and Harlan Pease was elected
104, Weber -Hall.
- holders of Student Body
Werner, faculty adviser;
and
First showings were given last President with Galen M. Harvey
Cards,
although
everyone
At the first meeting of the Asil
others. The conference is to be
Wednesday morning and after as his assistant, vice-president.
must wade in his stockingomar Committee on the Campus,
held at Dominican College.
All students are cordially in
noon, and will be repeated this
feet to keep the water free
called by the Chairman, Mary
o
vited to attend the meetings,
morning, at 9:50.
of dirt. Of course, anyone
Galton, working plans were made
which
will
be
held
every
two
This week's film gives the pic
over the mental age of five
for assembling a delegation to the
turesque life and scenes of Brit weeks on Wednesday evenings in
years cannot be admitted.
annual Student Conference at Asil
tany and the Northern Coast of the S. C. A. rooms at 8:00 o'cli^jk.
omar on the Monterey Peninsula,
France, Caho'rs and the Lot Valley
mas and New Years.
(south-western part of France),
An Asilomar Rally is planned
and Moribah, a province south of
for Monday evening, November 7,
Brittany and the coast of Nor
during the week between Christmandy.
in the S. C. A. rooms at 7:30 p.
Because these' travel films are
m., for every person—student or
Pacific's Radio Studio schedule
being brought from New York
faculty—who has attended pre
continues to run afoul of inter
City, a small contribution is be
vious conferences and for those
ruptions.
this
coming
Monday,
By MISS X
•ing up and we became frantic—
ing asked to cover expenses.
interested. The main event of the
a holiday, has been declared be
rally will be the showing of mo
The Cal-Pacifio game was a we had to find someone who knew cause of Teachers' Institute, there
wow from beginning to end. The something about football. At last by cancelling Dr. Knoies' "World
By GRACE CORNOG
•this time my wife will CRABBE. tion pictures of Asilomar and last
I dreamed that I was out walkIt was PATTEN that art appeal years Conference.
first person we noticed there was we heard someone discussing a Today" address.
Twenty-five students and faculty
ing in a WOOD when suddenly, to be NOBLE would fall SHORT,
Today there will be no broad
an inebriate who was coming pass. We rushed over to inquire
coming over the top of a HILL, I ; In other words—TOMS down. So members made up the delegation
down the aisle, brandishing a. bot
cast from the Campus Studio.
about the rules but only found
saw a STAGG with antlers as 11 tried to COVERT him by pe from this Campus to Asilomar
Tuesday, 2:00-2:15 p. m., will be
tle.
BROADDUS any I'd ever seen. cuniary tactics. "I BETZ," said last year, and since many of these
"What do you think of the four freshmen playing bridge.
heard Thurston's and Becker's
It was horrible, no one knew Collegiate Hi-Lights.
Announcement of a Pacific root- Not FARR behind was a YOUNG I, "that if I gave you enough people are planning to go again,
game?" we asked.
"Me?"—I shink its going to be anything about the game, not
Dr. McCall will he interviewed ter's "special" to San Jose next doe. But, almost simultaneously NICHOLS you could aPEASE an even larger delegation is ex
a big upset," he stated and even the gals in the front row. Wednesday on "Pacific Person Friday, October 21, was made this as I saw the deer, from the your wife and save the STAGG, pected to represent,the College of
After all, they hadn't come to see ality." Dr. McCall is the head week by Ernie Atkinson, chairman bushes not ten feet from me too. You could go to a nearby Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
promptly sat down in our lap.
there appeared a huntsman with BERG and purchase some veni lege at this years Conference. Sim
of the Speech Department at Col of the Rally Committee.
This was not very encouraging the game.
We grabbed a freshman, spun lege of the Pacific. He also di
As usual, 150 passengers are gun in hand ready to PIERCE son and CARTER home the pur ilar delegations from forty-two
so we removed him and rushed up
colleges throughout California, Ne
him around and found that we rects the debates put on by the needed for the special train, which the poor STAGG to the heart. I chased meat to fill her POTTS.
to the hot dog man.
"WALDO you know about that. vada and Hawaii will also attend.
"What's the score?" we yelled at had a junior traffic cop. We ask Forensic society on Pacific Sym is being chartered from the South felt ready to LYNCH him, more
Student Body President Erwin
ed his opinion of the game any posium.
ern Pacific Railroad, but at least especially as I recognized him as I've been hunting in these here
him.
Pacific Symposium features a fifty of the necessary quota will the J A C K S O N'S half-BREED KNOLES tor nigh onto 20 years Farley, last year's delegate to the
"What score?" he said, calmly way and he said he thought it
Assembly, is
GARDNER.
However, I knew and you're the first person I can National Student
debate on the Tom Mooney case be supplied by the band.
handed back our Stockton street was going to rain.
\nen's
co-chairman
of
the Confer
Cost
of
the
trip
will
be
$1.65
that
force
would
be
of
no
avail,
McCALL
who
ever
offered
to
pay
At
the
end
of
the
last
quarter,
on
Thursday,
The
participants
of
car token and asked for a dime.
ence; Dr. H. S. Jacoby and Mary
What courtesy! We were washed we saw a senior running blithely the debate are Orvell Fletcher, round trip. The train will leave but still, wishing to WARD off me for not DEERING to shoot
up the stadium steps. "What did Carl Fuller, and Gregg Phifer, who the S. P. depot at 2:30 p. m., ar danger from the poor animals, I a STAGG. It sorta BURNS me Galton are on the planning com
up with Berkeley!
mittee.
rive San Jose about 5 p. m. Kick addressed him thus ; "Not so up."
you
think of the game?" we queri has written the script..
After being seated for some time
Among those who have already
"I GRANT I'm in the minority,"
Dr. Knoles" speech last Mon off of the Bengal-Spartan pigskin FAST there, my GOODMAN. Be
we noticed that the head In our ed.
signed up to go are Erwin Farley,
I
replied,
"but
protecting
animals
encounter
is
set
for
8:15
p.
m
fore
you
relieve
that
poor
doe
of
"Well,"
sighed
the
time-worn
day
was
transcribed
and
sent
to
lap belonged to the guy in front
Irwin Grubbs, Bill Workman,
"Rooters are urged to buy their her husband, ORTON you to is the right thing to "to.'
of us. We gently awoke him and senior, "It was a moral victory, San Francisco with the possibility
"Well, RITTER wrong. I'm go Holly Hall, Alice Hall, Grant Colof being released over the Don train tickets early," quoth Head WERNER?"
asked him what he thought of the yes, yes, a moral victory."
liver, Rae Hungerford, Joyce Ja
"Aw SI7AW," replied the hunts ing to shoot this one anyway."
Holleroo Atkinson, "we want
We were overcome,
we had Lee Broadcasting System.
game. He promptly arose, and
delegation
of
Pacificites man, "I generally do if McCANN.
BUT—by this time the STAGG coby, Harold Jacoby, J. Russell
Rad'-- Stage has been post full
asked to shake hands with us. He found a true lover of football. We
Bodley and Mary Galton.
It's the WHITE thlpg to do all was nowhere to be seen.
couldn't seem to remember the staggered home under the influ poned indefinitely. It will proba aboard. This time we're sure of
Grant Colliver has been ap
"DANNER," muttered the hunts
dance
car
and
the
"gates"
can
.right,
but
if
I
warn
the
doe,
the
bly
be
resumed
week
after
next.
ence
of
the
statement
and
occasion, but we shook hands
A more definite schedule will swing all the 'way down if they STAGG is apt to WELCH and if man. But I said nothing; I was pointed chairman of the publicity
couple of root beers, and slept the
anyway.
committe.
I don't bring home the BACON feeling very JONTE.
wish. Better hop aboard."
probably be released next week.
Meanwhile, the score was mount- whole thing off,

Naranjado Calls

Meet Thf-

Hawaiian Art
Of J. Olsen
On View
Art Department Shows
Valuable Paintings

Ex. Committee Selects Klaas To Head
Program; 270 Non-Members Left

ing of the Executive Committee,•
held in Anderson Hall.
CARDS SENT
First step of the drive will be
the sending out of cards to all
present non-members of the stu
dent body by the Student Body
Card Drive Committee, chairman
of which is Ken Klaas, who was
appointed by President Erwin
Farley at the meeting. On these
cards, students will indicate why
they have not yet joined the as
sociation, thus enabling the com
Forensic devotees will celebrate
mittee to plan a follow-up drive.
1
he
c,
0
Ca
"!
»ant", P' ' ••••••• Active solicitation will begin in their regular Tuesday evening
(8:00) session by wit ssing a
"hI« ui,i
'®r»on llands pretty nearly suffered
the near future.
practice hammer-and-tongs debate
"*l<lnn' ' n 0,H'n "paJi hu?e immigration wave of
The Ex. Committee also voted between two more experienced
*n.^eriCan college boys which a
to distribute temporary student teams.
m, , J*1*1"'* with anwar would cause (according
body cards to those who have lost
On the affirmative side of the
>m< | " Ilears Wljtheir vehement protestations).
regular cards. If, however, the regular Pi Kappa Delta question
,
Ifrld ro^Aie wag remarked that the naregular card is not recovered by wm be Erwin Farley and John
U
*'rp,'rtnieBhps and the cocoanuts don't
the end of a two-week period, - Fanucchi.
—
—
Defending
the practice
I
| " "'ials, on th6 ,'.bw what they -missed, and
fee of or- dollar will be assessed of pump priming will be Martin
Wrl1 against>s he was right'
Pulich and Gregg Phifer. Dr. Roy
ven last Priii''d you n°t'ce the newspaper for a new student body card.
PICCARDO NOTE
C. McCall said that all aspirants
V
, ' ' * w. n pieej.j Jy about San Jose State ColThe group also passed on the for
intercollegiate
competition
howing an(j ^ ' e students who had decided to
purchase of a filing cabinet for should hear this debate.
"iiould offer iif UP i® the mountains in case
PSA records and voted to send
At the last meeting Dr. McCall
'Kh opposition to Jufa war in which the United
WarSell Piccardo. injured Bengal explained the set-up this year, and
Saturday at(„ ites became involved? X hope
gridder now in the Berkeley in suggested the possibilities for in
K | j N(. j
^United Press didn't fancy that
firmary, a letter of cheer on be tercollegiate competition.
K-tJP had madr a wonderfully orighalf of the student body.
1,1 changes,,;.] discovery.
Professor E. R. Nichols outlined
_
The short squib
For the post-game dance Fri the sources of material and the
tar,
nK
h* * '
i'ntsl printed largely to draw a
n« that Mc\Viluamitigh from the more practical day night, the Ex. Committee methods for compiling a brains
selected Herman Sapiro's orches box. Professor Edward S. Betz
1
"' the pivotTldly-wise elders, or to furnish
tra to provide the music.
concluded the meeting by leading
*"'t Oreenbljttriotic speakers with a humorNext meet of the Executive a discussion of the question.
" " ' spots, va.,ji quip at the next American
Committee will be held Monday, SPEAKER'S BUREAU
i < • rubb« at the t»5ion meeting.
9 p. m.
Yesterday the Speaker's Bureau
"id Clem Swagortjio, don't smile! It isn't funny.
o
—
filled a request from the 20-30
'' will take care of e tragedy of a generation isn't
Club for a discussion of the "Ham
'' in the backfleld ihing to be laughed at. Tropiand
Eggs for California" proposal.
' -per and KienS islands or mountains or South
Fanucchi and Pulich debated the
(erica are just symbols of young
Fred Boyes, business manager proposal.
'•Kg anil 1 rancl* h!v(ierica's determination not to
The Stockton Community Chest
of
the Naranjado, states that
Iti ngnle hard thh j sent on a new A. E. F. into
there are several vacancies on has been supplied with speakers
titration for the (J next world war.
this year's business staff. All stu for various occasions during the
ilanteninla In hlocld:
dents
interested may leave their last week. Theodore Eschwig and
liny, pnsa defense, imJDP0S3l
......
Irvin Grubbs spoke before par
tip °n their own deljo, this isn't a society headline, names in the Naranjado box at
ent-teacher associations.
Orvell
Information Office.
•n tip much of the even a note in the personal
Fletcher gave a short speech over
•lb n . ..Ions,
jimn of the Pacific WEEKLY,
station KWG.
nlatnndlng during pnis a serious (?) suggestion to
At 2:30 Wednesday afternoon
k were Roy Cooper, i deans.
another student speaker will rep
0 •! kicking, "Butcinverybody that we've talked to
resent the Community Chest over
• i dv line plunging, .'^plains that they're too busy
station KWG. At 7:15 Thursday
1 ti and Bob Klentijtalk, see, or think straight,
night Gregg Phifer will speak
i field while McWi'.'.iaasrybody wishes there were at
over the same station.
t
forty-eight
hours
to
the
day,
>rty, Vaughn and
The Student Affairs Com
INTRAMURAL TOURNAMENT
-d up well In the some heve even suggested a
mittee is trying to help town
Monday will be the opening day
day week. With such preocfor the Intramural discussion
students who feel the need
itions
as
football,
debating,
otioally the entire
open to all members of the
for campus lockers in which
will entrain for ices, and the S. C. A. it is no
P. S. A. Anyone who hopes to
to keep their books and ma
IIh the large defender that they flunk exams
compete in intercollegiate forterials.
early Saturday ti in a while.
ensics and has not had previous
Those interested in the es
;ow about pairing off entering
debate experience in college should
tablishment of a locker sys
ge freshmen in this manner?
see Professor Betz immediately
tem on the campus, are
one take care of the scholastic
urged to fill out the follow- | about competing in this event.
t of college and the other paro
ing questionnaire and leave j
ate in all the extra-curricular
it in the Students' Affairs
ivities he can find. We ought
Box in the lobby of the Ad
have both a bunch of straight
ministration Building. Filling
^
jtudents and a super-extra-specout this form does not obli
\. J
extra-curricular program.
gate you to take a locker.
ust take Ye Ed as a case in
A variety note was added to
CAMPUS LOCKER
fit. What a WEEKLY he could
the Nutrition Class when Janet
QUESTIONS
| out if French "exs" or some
Porter, a member of the class,
Are you in favor of estab
AT er "exs" weren't always rolling
volunteered for a basal meta
lishment
of
a
locker
system
und to disturb his concentrabolism test, which would tell the
at
Pacific?
) on official business.
(Ed.
minimum amount of energy she
Do you believe that regu
Boy, you said it!) Wouldn't
needed to keep her body func
lar
small-size
book
lockers
idea work wonders for Mr.
tioning. She went to bed at the
would be adequate?
gg and his Bengals, too?
Infirmary last Thursday, October
Would you be willing to
6, and the rest of the class
pay a small semester rental
watched the test the next morn
( ) U n t a i n ~Curt> %etimes
fee (25c, 50c) for use of a
or little Pacificites like you
ing.
locker?
r
3
i
l
me think we're abused, that
On ElD°
A normal girl was accepted for
Name
ave far too much to do. Just
the
project to make the study
Class
us ask any of the professors,
easier for the class.
he'll tell us the opposite, probf remarking that none of us
e any idea of what work really
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-By BASTIAN

TONIGHT IS OPENING NIGHT
for the 1938 Bengals at Baxter Stadium. 1 husi far,
their battling has been confined to foreign stadia
with not-too-convincing
L;u-LUUViuvui& -results. A team that
,1 Q„
promising at Gilmore Stadium m Los Angeles, then
disheartening at Memorial Stadium in Leikeley, gets
the old mercury test in its home bowl this e*
against the twice -splattered Ramblers from U.

THEME AND
VARIATIONS

mm—a—mm—

The

COLLEGIA
VIA GROSSE

I'd like to put in a piu
here for Editor Becker aJj
ard Thurston for their
PRIMO YOB CONDUCTING
"Collegiate Highlights" ever,1,
day at 2:00. I know they A
FROM THE GALLERY
wealth of material because I
It is vei/ amusing to sit in an
ttpvpral naners
several
papers from
from nfu.
other I
auditorium balcony and see the gnwiwiiiiiiiHllBllllBlltllllllllHllllllllHilllfllllHllBIBIIIIMUlHiBI.HIlllllllHlllllllllUlllHHII'F
with large holes cut right
activity which takes place during
By "STUB" HARVEY
I like to read. In all seri|
an orchestra concert. From here
Pacific's first radio poll will be they're doing a grand job.
No team can be fully, competently judged on two
we can get a bird's-eye view of started in this column next week.
early-season showings, particularly two that are made
the instruments and the people in
California recently had an in
LOS ANGELES COUNly,
away from home in hostile territory. It takes at least
teresting poll or contest and was now
nw havfi
the orchestra.
have annt.hpr
another foot,,..
feature 1
one home game to bring out the true temper of a
Over on one side of the stage, given wide advertising by Broad to its list of attraction:
we see people with cigar boxes casting companies, radio news back there in 1830 the
squad. Granted that the Ramblers do not figure as a
under their chins, and drawing and columnists in the state and wasn't the only thing that
team of world-beaters, they will still provide a good
settlers to that region. The
horse hairs across as if to saw Bay Region.
test for the Staggmen (remember last year.) and
Nearly every college of any size mules raised on the early t
them in half. Over on the other
side we see people straddling hol in the entire nation has been amazed the immigrants
Tiger rooters and townspeople should not pass up
low logs, which seem to have polled. Some of the big orches buying became a flourishing
drcu
tonight's mazda-lit struggle.
been hollowed out and given a tral programs have given out data ness in the following year^
superficial coat of varnish. Direct on their programs concerning sta many of them were taken &
It's a chance to get the Tigers off 011 the right
r. if
ly in back of them, we can see tistics revealed through various herds. The survivors were /f,"A"
1'
foot at home. Two bad swallows do not make a,comtie
people holding and sawing across radio polls in these colleges.
bly the ancestors of the
HOsC •
bill
plete fall, even if they did make the Staggmen sick to
a large bass fiddle, also called a
mule.
Now PACIFIC is going to have
, par
nd
dog house. A group of them to her first poll and the results will
the stomach. Bengalites, be out there with all your
gether also reminds us of a re be widely heralded' by your col
SUPPOSE WE TAKE A l
friends and start off the 1938 home season with a
_ to
i- Spokane
C*«^lrr.nn and.1 1look
. ' .! rutty
,-r V
cent privy contest held here at umnist to various networks, pro up
Pacific, remember?
bang!
grams and newspapers in the na Gonzaga. A new record 0f
tion. So get in on the voting next students wrfh recently 8et j
J
1tt
SQUEAK AND SQUAWK
week in the Ad Building lobby. . . . An Alaskan student jiern .jell
>
Scattered throughout the back
estinf
There will be ballots there for you charge of three prisoners
part of the stage are clarinetists
fS flt
to fill out and each ballot will Juneau to Seattle and one
1
and
oboists,
squeaking
and
to the revival in this issue of the old "Tiger Rag" fea
be dropped into containers to be guilty of arson and the other : - . ;he"
squawking away with all their
TT~
ture, enabling students and faculty members to let off
•
»
compiled after the contest is over. were insane.
He said it
legs »
might. Which is the clarinet and
The VOTING will start NEXT quieter than the study hall
souls
steam on any subject whatsoever. Be it politics,
which is the oboe? Well, what's
y»
MONDAY and continue through ing school.
Here's one:
Drak
the difference they still squeak,
school affairs, criticism of the WEEKLY and its poli
In
Wednesday, to be repeated again Their dope man picked Loy0] \
i""'
and squawk.
Blue
cies—anything—if the discussion is under 250 words,
of tf
the NEXT WEEK the same a romp over us. Incidental!)
Next to them we can see a per
made a few other bad picks
it will be printed. Naturally, the editor may make
length of time.
Marse
son or two holding a hollow pine
loot
Let's make Pacific's first radio week, too.
some reservations in the choice of letters, should the
tree diagonally to his body and
itildlnS
*
*
•
mild"
poll a humdinger. Be sure to state
blowing
into
it
through
a
metal
He
Ad
response be too overwhelming.
on
your
ballot
your
sex
and
your
FIRST
IT'S
A
DANCE
SR
"
,,
|
;
a
tube attachment. This instrument
,lic
reme
Main reason for opening up the old ' Voice of the
is also called a bed-post, alias year in school. Freshmen, Sopho poll, and now it's 1888 V:
mores, Juniors and Seniors—all-L What will these Cal. kids do
bassoon.
In
front
of
them
are
peo
Pee-pul" column is to receive comment—favorable
ple holding out their faces in are urged to enter the contest. I heard they were planniq
and adverse—regarding the WEEKLY. 1 his is the
Let's put Pacific on the radio
a quartet of real 188J |i ,uin and V
EDITOR'S NOTE: Cartoons printed on this page do not necessarily reflect the mid-air, blowing into a metal tube. poll map of the nation. Your have
bers go through all the motto) idte-l'r-Bel
fifth issue of the current volume and the student opinion of the editorial staff. They are to be regarded as satire on this modern world (These are the sax-mad members
opinions are valuable and we shaving a customer and sin
night or t«obody has had a pretty good opportunity to look the of ours—collegiate and extra-collegiate—»s depicted by the facile hand of the staff of the organization).
lads popular then at the
The flutist will probably break want your opinions.
JUS,t thin
paper over, decide what it likes, dislikes about the cartoonist.
The Bengal Bulletin will carry time. Modern barbers arenl -.Quarter P»,:- 01
out with the tuneful melody, "The
sheet. Now we'd like to know what you think
Whistler and his Dog," any min other notices and there will be far advanced from that i
Jly go to to«
other ways to let you know how come to think of It. You cat
ute.
Important
m
about it.
Then, there are a group of play the poll is coming along. BUT get your throat cut if you've
club next w
out with the barbers' best
ers blowing through horns which don't fail to vote!
This paper is a PSA project, financed by PSA
g-I-Dig fcWllHn
are
curved
into
many
circles
and
How
about
Pacific's
Conserva
funds, to which you and you and you have con
turns. This instrument is called tory of Music programs being
By BONNIE SMITH
FRESNO STATE IS SOOS lr does Bob Coe
tributed. You have the right to squawk if you object
Editor, Pacific Weekly:
the "French Horn." Where it got broadcasted by some network? blossom out with a new
ffllfl
tie good looklr
With
the
defeat
of
the
Tigers
So
hard,
so
cruel,
so
cold
to
to something in its pages. It is the whole-hearted
its name, Fifty Million French All who attended the first facul The state is to pay 55 per ceM
at
football
by the B«ars on Saturday comes men couldn't tell you.
me,
ty concert last' week will agree the cost; the rest is to come
endeavor of the staff to provide the student body with
the annual croak that we should
You never seem to yield.
Higher C above high C is the that the program far exceeds P. W. A. funds. The original in be picketed,
Plf
complete, up-to-the-minute news of Pacific's own
pjratulations N
So stiff when I am near you, be content to play only the teams aim of all trumpet players. But many of the radio concerts heard
ures
called
for
a
$215,000
that may be considered of our they dare not try to reach for G
campus, within certain limitations over which the
Your feelings so concealed.
nowadays on the various net but delay in getting the approj _
class. Some folks seem to have or H or else "EYE" might pop works.
editors have no control.
tion, the Increase in cost of
very
short
memories
in
addition
Your curves so smooth will
out. They sit over to one side of
ing
material, and the largo
The
Cincinnati
Conservatory
of
to be in the group that is un the horns.
not succumb
It is the editorial policy of the 1938-39 WEEKLY
Music started its fifth season of rollment upped the cost to $
able to "take it.' The fact is that
To any arduous heat.
The trombones or "Sackbuts" as
000.
T*nuuu a
to cover the local news first, then anything on the
it wasn't many moons ago that they were called in the early days radio broadcasts this month over
You seem so distant to me,
•
•
*
outside that may be of interest to PSA members. The
this same powerful Golden Bear are located next to the trumpets. Columbia Broadcasting Company
dear,
A CONTROVERSIAL SUM
was duly "humiliated" in the Los There have been cases of trom on Saturday mornings, 8:00 to
So hard on me, my sweet.
current staff is trying to provide, in addition to thor
9:00 A. M.
apt to get any man in tr
Angeles Coliseum by the Trojans bonists breaking an arm.
"DISTINCTIVE
ough news coverage, feature material of a varied na
The Curtis Institute of Music is is criticizing women's stylea
to the unheard of score 74 to 0.
Your legs are straight and
By TWINCHELL
C0RSAGBS"
WASH-TUB
BEATER
ture designed to catch the reading fancy of a ma
on the air on -SFO on Mondays Trojane says it Is just oi
While the Bears suffered from a
supple,
those
things
that
must
be
pi
"blue
funk"
according
to
Dr.
Paul
At
last
we
get
some
action
between
12:00
and
12:45
P.
M.
In
the
rear
of
the
whole
or
Your
back
is
tan
and
firm.
jority of readers. Whether it does or not is a muchhere. Up to the present,
Surely our student-artist recitals with while it is fashion-rigl
Somehow I know I'll be with Cadman and were some time in chestra are discernible mother's
mooted question, to which the staff seeks answer. around
the doldrums no one suggested wash-tubs, or are they the tym- are worthy enough to be heard by Trojohn declared the scrub-* Iwnpus Itepru&ertutl
the social life around here has
you.
That answer can come only from the students them been about as exciting as Milpitas
that they should stop playing pani? The tympani player sits thousands of music lovers, Pacific have been doing it for y«
For every coming term.
10!) N. Sutter
those terrible Trojans.
after 9:30 p. m. on Sunday night.
back counting rest measures, Alumni and music students here forgot to say the subject
selves.
Phono 052
The dear old Alpha Thetas are
bate was over women putting
I'm with you always, even
Stanford took a sound trounc finally counts sixty-one measures and elsewhere!
It is in this spirit that the WEEKLY opens up congregating on Saturday night
now;
ing from the Broncos a fort rest, and is about to hit the only
If you are still interested in hair up. Don't tell me you
And some day if I dare.
night ago but no one down on the note written for him in the whole football, hear Eddie Dooley and know where the Trojans
the "Tiger Rag" feature. Tell us what's wrong with for their annual Chocolate Party
which always attracts a goodly
I'm going to tear you limb farm has suggested that hence composition, when as fate would his Sporteasts on Thursday eve out!
this paper and what you would like done about it.... portion of the local male popu
• • *
from limb.
forth Stanford must not play a have it, he drops the sticks.
nings, 9:30 P. M. and Saturdays
If you think it's odiferous, let us know—but give your lace and keeps the rest awake
The concert is over, so let's all 5:45 to 6:00 P. M. on NBC-Red
You darned old college chair. team which now for three sea
AFTER THIS YOU W
sons has bested them. Also, I see go home. What a Night!
Network.
reasons and possible remedies. Criticize all you can, with band music. On this same
have to alibi about that ol'
evening, the Epsilon Lambda
(Ed's Note: What a column!)
by the papers that Chicago "took
Robert L. Ripley leaves this doing things to you, for a
but make it constructive.
Sigs are tossing one of those old pha Thete's swing, Epsilon's sun it on the nose" 45 to 7 from
o
month for his twenty-fourth tour treal university professor hat
barn dances which are always room or Mu Zete's porch . . .
Michigan
at
the
same
time
that
of the world via Atlantic Seaports, vanced the theory that the
Then again, if you just want to moan about some good If you get in the spirit or
Pacific was having its little set
around Cape Horn and across the has a stronger influence over
WE
NOMINATE
FOR
thing or let the world in on some of your choicest the spirit gets into you. And not
back; but doubtless no follower
Pacific via Galapagos Islands. A1 earth than the sun. The mot
OBLIVION DEPARTMENT
Add To Hor
views on life, whither are ye bound, or just plain to stop now, the after game dance The stickers on MADGE HEP of the Maroons will suggest that
Pearce and his gang take his probably the trigger that seb
will be giving football players and
Michigan
is
once
and
for
all
out
place on the network on Mon earthquakes. It also causes
"stuff," "Tiger Rag" is your doormat. Wipe your fans a chance to shake the stiff BURN'S car . . , pedro games . . .
of Chicago's class.
day, 7:30 P. M.
tides in the earth's' molte
feet on it anytime.
ness out of their joints, especially moral victories . . . midterms . . .
After all its just a game, this
Minute Porlrait No. 1: LIL terlor. This puts enough
the ones they sit on.
the freshmen class . . . Betty football sport, and our boys didn't
LIAN BEST, KGDM-Mutual Net tional strain on the already"
WE NOMINATE DEPARTMENT Dixon's
work organist. Eight years at ing crust to break rocks et
"column , . . Stadium look so had at that in the second
Opening with "Gammer Gurton's Peffer's big radio station here in movement. Your alibi *9
With three bad breaks
For head of a committee to end Drive . . . Three Shifless Skonlcs half.
against them, one of which was Needle" the Studio Theatre will Stockton.
committees, Ed "Politician"
Plays two large or and delivered via the Troj"
and as far as college students are concerned,'polls is all
. . . ED DENNY . . . K1NGFISH due to an official's oversight (to present its fihst production of the
Koehler . . . For hit couple of the
gans, a great Moller organ at
polls. Members of the Pacific Student Association week, Vada Ward and Eugene . . . the book elevator in the li be generous), the Bear jugger season, October 20, 22, 24 under 11:30 A. M. and a Hope-Jones Or
HERE'S A TIP FOB F®1
. . . student librarians in naut got an excellent chance to the direction of Dick Patriquin.
gan at 4:30 P. M. Is married. football games and given fn]
have not been excepted from the barrage of question Minson . . . For sing of the week, brary
The hilarious
farce centers Has girl college-age. Never had
'My Walking Stick," for song of the library . . . books in the li roll. That's about the long and
nuttin'. Loyola places her
naires and vox pop forms that each year inevitably the
IEwELERs
month, "This Night Will Go brary . . . the library . . . books. short of it. If the game were to around Gammer Gurton, the loss an organ lesson. Arranges her in front of the rooting
infest the campuses of the country. PSAers have on Forever," . . . For mystery of WE HESITATE TO NOMINATE he played next Saturday and the of her highly valued needle, and own programs. Enjoys visitors.
instead of alongside. The
breaks went the other way the the rakish efforts of Diccon to
been polled from North Pole to South Pole on almost the month, the odor in Alpha FOR OBLIVION DEPT.
Whom do you want to know
chances are we would all come keep everyone in a state of tur about? Address your Inquiries to is that it heard better, 1
Yhetes
back
yard
(or
is
it
from
Alarm clocks . . . JOE SIEG
every conceivable subject, including barber polls,
over it.
You might c"
away from Strawberry canyon as moil. There is an unusual' charm "Cat's Whisker."
there?) . . . for hero of the week,
with something new.
iiav polls (although they may come any month), flag "Pic" Piccardo, injured irf the FRIED'S discourses on football pleased as on former occasions.
in the complicated state of afjust about bedtime . . . any room
polls, loop-polls (ouch!) and even polls on Poles. It's Cal. game while playing the best in the dorm . . . drama off stage Yours for sanity in our football fairs.
plus a vivid memory,
Written in 1560, the pre-Shakegame
of
any
of
the
Tiger
line
no wonder that the majority of the student body re
. . . fall hats . . . winter hats .
GEO. H. COLLIVER.
spearean comedy has been given
men . . , for a theme song, Fred spring hats . . . summer hats .
fuses to be a-polled!
a modern adaptation by Collin
die Martin's . . . for the Coast hats . . . fall , . . science courses
SV ;
Campbell Clements.
Stud^nt"!«liTry ,Friday durin* The College year by the
Conference title: California.
Editor, Pacific Weekly:
.
.
.
speech
courses
...
language
a
1C
l;ere
33
This time, as a once-funny radio comedian used to WE HESITATE TO NOMINATE
"'
d
second class matter October The cast will include Dick at the Pnv ffi
As Freshmen, we "are not sup
courses . . . courses . . . long last
8 /-1 S,*°ckton' Calif°mia, under the Act of March
Briggs as Diccon, Bill Hunefeld, Accent,„
gag, it's going to be different. THE WEEKLY, DEPARTMENT:
posed
to
know
much
about
Paci
f
r
mai
lin
a
love . . . love on the run . ,
~?,
. & t special rate of postage provided for
fic. Our opinions about the col as Hodge, Bill Dean as Cock, June tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorised Octoberl!, 1924
through its radio column, "The Cat's Whisker," is All second features at the Cal. love.
Sprague
as
Gammer
Gurton,
Mar
lege
and
its
affairs
do
not
matter
going to give every student the chance to select his —last Sunday's epic about the CONTROVERSIAL DEPT.
garet Lee as Dame Chat, Don
much.
'
Legion an outstanding example
favorite type of radio entertainment, thereby per . . . these Shower Bath Coiffeurs Since Dixon and yours sincerely We find out what is going on Rooney as Doctor Rat, Jack
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
Holmes as Master Bailey, and Gail
haps settling many local controversies. No great . . . which originated, we believe, stopped feudin' because we knew about the campus through the Scheere
as Feb.
WEEKLY and as this is our only
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
claims can be made for this contest. It is notnational in China where they used to hang too muclp. about each other, there source
Play is now in rehearsal night
for information we feel
women up by the hair for chas has been a lack of reaction to
in scope, its findings will not astound the collegiate tisement . . . Harold Dieckmann as things said and such. So, follow that we are entitled to say some ly. Admission to this production, BHil/ BECKER
RICHARD
Editor
as to all studio Theatre plays,
world, and in the 'final.analysis, none will suffer any tenor soloist for the Archania ing the pattern of a column which thing about the paper.
Mai
1
will
be
twenty-five
cents.
Phone 9948 or 1228
Since the front page gives us
in last year's WEEKLY collected,
Mother's Club (unofficially) .
great loss by failing to vote in the radio poll.
Phone
9948
oFraternity Rushing . . . Sorority so to speak, the "ideal boy," we all the news necessary we won't
say
any
thing
about
it.
LEVY
SPEAKS
SUNDAY
Plowever, if you have definite ideas about radio Rushing . . . Rushing for the shall start the cannonballs rolling The Feature page is all right Rabbi J. Aaron Levy of Temple
STAFF
this way by collecting the ideal
NEWS: Editor—.Qregg Phifer.
ntertainment, particularly such items as dance bands, Street Car . . . rushing.
some weeks but some weeks it is
«Peak at the Central
DID YOU KNOW DEPARTMENT girl. We're ducking.
"dry" and uninteresting.
What Methodist Church. Sunday at 5:30, McG^nnfs, Do\%at^airWrite-Bob
.,wing or sugary, dramatic programs, comedians, That TOM RIPPEY and LOIS Hair—BETTY BARRY.
Beverly Wrl**,
good is the column "When You on Jewish Philosophy 0f Life. All
sports commentators, etcetera ad infinitum, this con ELLITHORPE, former C. O. P. Eyes—EDITH IJAMS.
are
invited.
lip! Harinev
TTonna.. "phTiur'n'.
^Hllle Smith, Howard
Thurston, Betty
Betty Br°ufo
]y
Read?" I haven't found a per
Jessie
toward Thurston,
test is YOUR DISH. The results may not be astound students are contemplating the Nose—ROXINE HASLEY.
son
yet
who
reads
it.
It
would
crombie Gail Scheevo T ® T?.on' Kathryn MacDonald, C,I° \ to,
(4to
sacred vows within a year .
Mouth—WANDA WOODS.
ng, but they will show Pacific's preference in the That PHIL MARTINOVICH, bet Complexion—NORMA JAMES. be good if it wasn't the same
Childs, Betty I^u Parker Oli^ 3^ ?'adys Sanguinetti, ^
,a **
arker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lam13'
thing every week.
ether realm, something that might be interesting anc ter known as Mike, is playing pro Profile—BETTY BOOTH.
Most girls read the Society page
SOCIETY: Editor-Betty Dixon.
* r '"> *!!»
o,h at the same time a lot of fun. Get into the spirit o ball for the Cincinnati Bengals Figure—MARY RANNEY.
and all of them feel the same.
... that JEAN MILLER counts
Personality—JUNAN BRONZICH
1
hee
er
Frances
Hu
Janet
the thing and vote next week. (See "The Cat's Whis by threes when she goes on foot Background—VERNA DUNSTAN The page is entirely for sorori
Margueri^'Etzeh"Barbara '(^.s^ej][ ' '
"'
ties and fraternities. How about
ker" for details.)
ball trips . . . that the Fairmount
Disposition—BARBARA BAER.
a little more "pep" on the page?
SPORTS: Editor Alex
is a nice place for a quiet faculty
Brain—BOBBIN GAY PECK.
We would like something new and
reunion (sometimes) . . . that
P i q u a n c y — A D R I E N N E different for a change.
Reporters: Manny Belitsky, Ben Savelli, Gertrude
.>
(o
EDITOR'S NOTE: All unsigned editorials are by JOHNNY REESE is ripping about
SQUIRES.
The sport page has its ups
the Editor. All other editorials contain the initial the Stanford Campus now , .
FEATURES: Editor-Dot Stegall
*^«ll
Maybe we shouldn't mention it
Dancer—TONI RIFBERG.
and DOWNS also, but it is usual
Associates: Buford "Rncv, -o
after the "Polish minister" took in
of the writer at the end of each, and are not always that Omega Phis are having their Vitality—MADGE HEPBURN. ly good.
&
sse
Glad
s
HuS
Ralph Trembley Primo
Y oh S''° '
>'
fl
0 Yob> Bonnie Smith, Howard
so many of our intelligentsia at Harvey,
to be construed as reflecting the opinion of the roof repaired . . . rumor is they Car—BESSIE ERASER.
Jack Price.
As I said before, this is the
raised it during their last dance
Boy Friend — TWINCHELL opinion of a freshman. Take it the rally last week. But have you
Editor.
heard of the fellow who was so
- • • that Love is where you find vould like to be.
for what it is worth.
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
it . . . suggested you look on Aldumb he thought the Pole Vault
Ah, yes!
CLASS OF '42.
Associate—Dave Matthews.
was in a bank at Cracow?
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" d "'nt ' 'l w,f|«|Grand spirit on the part of the
Ie:
leader
. . . Tommy
<!»,,rt. 'tJeies'
. " *tnn
^Sies yell
AV
•
" Miaeta giving Cal EVERYTHING
'•I f j,.
*
gob Wilkinson's shoestring
"he ^tjid in thc fourth Quarter . . .
f f« 'Lg Wolf rooting on C. O. p)s
of
4t
"> ' u^'iotpe • • • Lewis Ford in the
lh«* t^'utches of the Berkeley law
trig
th.
ary Rice dragged from the game
the end of the third quarter
Ajax roaming College Ave, . Don McKinley still that
iy . . . Houses sticking together,
en in the rooting section . . .
Th. '
A owds at Jack O'Neill's and
\urie Applegarth's drowning their
of th f •rows or celebrating a victory
i
'| . Meri Wolf and Jeri Keithley
* * hong those at the New Shanghai
Forrest Darby's bill at the Mark
pkins. . . . Mr. and Mrs. Bob
A HOttr _r„ rns, Miss Opal Berg, Mr. Bob
-r«r pnoC°tjnix, Miss Gerry Ration, and Mr.
LnshStl y t^b Wright after-gaming it at the
"ire, pt' >';e Merritt Hotel . . . Mary Rose
to tle.ttl. 'S°Hinn and Wendell Bundy, Berke
a
* 'n ami
V students, eating duck all eve
He ° dig . • • Dines at the St. Francis
*n the Btiq]*'11 iitingr to get their pictures taken
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r &

":'*n pu. We timid souls exploring the
e»r us t
lenders at Drake's . . . Seeing
m other b?V Pacif
1' in followers of the Blue and
* •
Id . . . Market Street by the
' Hist it-'s «
rry building looking more like
1 now
®a"C|.5 in the Ad building hall
the.. * "-Urn the final score, just in case
ev
^ " don't remember, or didn't
rf.. W#r® Pll: ,y, 39-0.
real J
thi . ^
a" ihej^^
i
: patriquin and Darby operm'r and > a Drive-Ur-Self agency. Fifty
,n" a' tilts a night or two-bits to go
M vder
' -<i
i wn town. Just think, if you
from th ve one-quarter part of
dollar
n' "•
u can really go to town.
cu'tf Jl lotlce:
Important meeting of
barbers' (; Glutz club next week with
lgh Rig-I-Dig McWilliams officing.
Mil ANO STATE is in
iVhy does Bob Coe have to pick
"**" m «>"t with a J"
«tat. I. to pay 55 p3 'of the good looking fellows for
ards at football games? He
• coert: tha r«»t I, to Jai
\ ' ...
Thp Jght to be picketed.
I f,.r a j,jjI'ongratulations New Pledges!
™pu sure picked the best house,
t"? thf if
>creu« in
»L and the
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"VALLEY
CONTUOVEBSIAl FLORAL CO.

A
>t to g*t any man fc|
oiitleUIng women's
ojane nay* It Is just
oh thing* that mustk
Ith whll* It If fishier
rojohn declared the sent
iv. been doing it ft:;
rgot to say the »ubjiit# wnf over women
Jr up. Don't tell
tow where the Ti
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"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 652

Add To Her

Combined For

Senior College

Football Dance
Follows Same
Tonight

SEVEN
FOOTBALL
MEN
visited the Dutch Maid
Thursday morning

Chas. Haas
& Sons

WHY?
Because they know that the Dutch Maid is
behind them, lock, stock, barrel and personnel!

SUPPORT THE DUTCH MAID.
THE DUTCH MAID HELPS
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By JORDAN
LAPEL LEVITY

The newest gadget for your
suit lapels—and imported horse
shoe with a watch in the crook
for good luck. Very dependable,
too.
TRIM TAILORS

Small Fry is tops this season.
Dashing and new in style—ador
able sports suits of flannel. Dash
ing color. Ribbed slop on knitted
sweaters to contrast or match.
Super elegant and rah rah like.
GRACIOUS GIVING

Precious gifts for mothers and
friends—personalized
glassware.
Monogrammed pieces "of all types
and descriptions—cheap, too. And
they are exclusive with one of the
exquisite S. F. shoppes!
COAT COMPLICATIONS

If last years coat has lost a
bit of it3 old zip—why not have
the bottom cut off to that new,
dashing length and use the ex.
cess material for this year's sen
sational padded sleeves?
CHARM AND CHIC

Hats—big as a minute but the
wallop and flattery they pack ! ! !
Regardless of being felt for sport
—velvet for cocktails—or sequin
feathers for opera! ! ! Give it to
the kids—they love it ! I !

In keeping with a house custom,
the fathers of present members
of Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity to
gether with their sons enjoyed a
banquet last night at Hotel Stock
ton.
Meeting at seven o'clock, the
group enjoyed a chicken dinner
in the colorful Blue Room of the
hotel, where decorations featured
the house colors of blue and gold.
Dick Bentley, president of the
house, presided over the dinner
and
program which folio -ed.
Brief speeches were made by the
guests of honor.
Gerald Bentley was chairman of
the decorations committee, and he
was aided by Alton Hedges, Rob
ert Rohde, and Benjamin Savelli.
Chairman Milton Greenblatt, Rob
ert Harrison, George TomasinI,
and Stanley Vaughn composed the
entertainment committee.
Honored guests of the evening
were Messieurs R. Haney, R.
Rohde, Frank Nash, Wm. Scantlebury, Noel Breed, Ralph Fran
cis, John Harper, George Eby,
Allen Waldo, R. Bovey, Roger
Baer, D. Rose, R. Bentley, George
Colliver, E. L. Martin, John F.
Blinn, Sam Travaille, H. E. Nor
ton, E. E. Swagerty, B. Savelli.
A. Hedges, J. F. Ziegler, D. G.
Vaughn, and D. Smith.

Banquet Formally
Welcomes New
Faculty
New members of the faculty
were welcomed at the annual for
mal faculty dinner, held from 7
to 11 p. m., Thursday, October 6,
at the Stockton Country Club.
Dinner was followed by a fewremarks addressed to the group
by Dean Corbin. Following Dean
Corbin's address, President Tully
C. Knoles spoke on the new trends
of education. Highlight of the eve
ning was the presentation of an
original
composition by Miss
Grace Cornog.
•

•

»

Mothers Club
To Present
Formal Tea

During the coming music sea
son Stocktonians will be given the
great opportunity to hear good
music in their own city Instead of
trekking to San Francisco or an
other metropolis for the purpose,
when the Stockton Musical Club
brings a series of world-renowned
artists here.
Toscha Seidel, one of the series,
is a well-known violinist who has
been heard in solo and concerto,
with symphony orchestras of the
East and West. He also has been
praised for his radio perform
ances. Anyone who has heard him
can say that his great art is based
on a super technique, a lovely
warm tone, and a deep feeling
for an understanding of the music
that he interprets.
Another of the series to per
form in Stockton is the Vitya
Vronsky and Victor Babin twopiano team. These young Russian
people, neither one over thirty,
have a wide European reputation.
They made their American debut
in New York in 1937, and im
mediately established themselves
as the most extraordinary duopiano team ever heard. According
to the London Star, the couple
have reached "the perfection of
two-piano playing."
The third in the series pre
sented by the Stockton Musical
Club is Richard Bonelli, a famous
Metropolitan Opera baritone. The
continued popularity of this hand
some and distinguished American
singer can be realized by his
coast-to-coast tour of over 60 ap
pearances during last season. Mr.
Bonelli has played in such great
operas as "Carmen," "Faust," "Rigoletto," and "The Masked Ball."
Student tickets for the three
performances cost $2.00. There will
be no single admissions. If the
sale of the season tickets is large
enough, other world-famous mu
sicians will be engaged for addi
tional performances for this com
ing year.
*

Archania's Mothers and Patron
esses Club will preside Sunday,
October 23, at a formal tea honor
ing out-of-town members of the
group.
Mrs. Frank Nash, who is presi
dent of the organization, is being
assisted by her vice-president, Mrs

*

For teas, dancing, and other
dressy occasions: The smartest
clothes in the fashion world of to
day are those taken from the Vic
torian period. To be extremely
Smart, wear velvet, velveteen, satin
or moire with a tiny Edwardian
hat perched high atop your up
lifted curls. For carrying out this
motif add large necklaces made
of crystals, pearls and cameos;
massive bracelets of glittering
rhinestones or pears.
Hair ornaments, for strictly eve
ning wear, consist of veils, birds,
butterflies and flowers made and
trimmed with vari-colored sequins.
Brightly colored feathers are also
being worn.
For classroom: Sweaters and
skirts, simple sport dresses, and
suits seem to reign supreme on
our campus. Saw Golden Hoff
wearing an aster-pink angora
sweater with a grey skirt, Charmaine Cash with a navy sweater
worn over her bright plaid dress,
and Rosalie Trevarro's bright
green bolero suit. Doris Dessel
contrasting a bright yellow blouse
and brown suit while Olive Clark
contrasts a blue dress with dubonnet trim. Annette Blanchard
wears a navy blue checked skirt
and navy blouse to class and Sally
Chincholo looks very attractive in
a red plaid, shirtwaist dress.
* • •

*

MICHIGAN'S BIG CAMPUS
The University of Michigan is
known to have one of the largest
campus areas in the United States.
It covers 10,125 acres.
Frank Willson, in naming com
mittees for the event.
Invitation to attend will be ex
tended to all friends of the Col
lege, members of sororities and
fraternities and special guests.

Initation To
Be Presented
Informally
Informal initiation will be in
order all day Sunday at Omega
Phi Alpha house.
Plans for the big day are being
made by Herman Gaumnitz, gen
eral chairman of the informal
event, and Itollie Campbell, who
will assist him.
Pledges of the house who will
be honored guests of the occasion
are Howard Lewis, Walter Leaderich, Francis Banchio, Bob Stark,
Kenny Klaas, Sam Cheney, Dan
Looney, A1 Irwin and George Fow
ler.
Informal initiations are an an
nual custom at Omega Phi to pre
cede the formal ceremonies.
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'The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.

College of Pacific

IT IS YOUR SHOP

SIERRA
TUE BEST PlACE TO GO

Jack Holt
—in—

"CRIME TAKES A
HOLIDAY"
And-

.Joy Hodges
'Personal Secretary'
Andy Devlne
AVm. Gargan

CLOWES' DAIRY

'CHEER LEADER'
Scarfs

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

Phone
1261

TO SUPPORT YOU!

N

OW you and your classmates can flaunt your school loyalty

wherever you go. Smart collegians are wearing them around the
Patronize—
.
THE GANGS
r M.L HERE'

eriy

Archania Sons
Dinner Hosts
For Dads

Marcla Ralston

WEEKLY.
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Grand conclusion to a success-^were presented with golden chryful rush season came Wednesday santhemums, in the center of
when 16 girls were formally which was a purple E.
pledged to the four sororities on
Midnight was the hour chosen
by members of Tau Kappa Kappa
the Pacific Campus.
In all cases, pledges were given for the formal acceptance of
at formal candlelit ceremonies, pledgos. President Helen Hall, as
which were preceded by formal sisted by other house officers con
ducted the pledging service. Cor
dinners.
Those received at Mu Zeta Rho sages in the house colors of or
met with members at a six chid, yellow and white were pre
o'clock' dinner. The honored guests sented at the conclusion of the
were presented with corsages of evening.
Those proudly displaying new
red roses, according to house tra
dition. Betty Boothe,, assisted by pledge pins this week are:
Hertha Rauscb, Pat Carson, and MU ZETA RHO:
Dorothy
Bartholomew,
Gayld
Doris Marsh, conducted the im
Rawls, Barbara Caswell, Bernapressive ceremony.
Each new pledge at Alpha Theta dine Badger and Beverly Wright!
Tau was presented with a corsage ALPHA THETA TAU:
Betty Barry, Virginia Nelson,
of pink roses, when June Lane,
house president, pledged them to Maxine Oliver and Dorothy Fitz
the sorority. Before the rites, the gerald.
new Alpha Thetas were honored EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA:
Barbara Albortson, Josephine
at a formal dinner.
Neophytes at Epsilon Lambda Stone and Jeanne Honsberger.
Sigma were pledged at a five TAU KAPPA KAPPA:
Melba Jean Loyd, Rose Lee
o'clock ceremony, and this was
followed by a formal dinner. Alice Douglas, Olga Kalmin and Alice
Tilton, president, officiated. Pledges Keehner.

Members of the three fraterni
ties on the Pacific campus will
join in giving the annual Interfraternity dance Saturday, October
22, in the Gym.
Under the supervision of the In
ter-fraternity Council, composed of
representatives of all the houses,
Herman Sapiro and his orchestra
have been engaged for dancing be
tween nine and one o'clock.
In addition to fraternity mem
bers, the affair is open to all
campus men. Admission will be
fifty cents a couple.
Bob Kientz, president of the
Council, has announced that the
affair will be informal.
Planning the dance as heads of
committees are music, Park Wil
son; refreshments, Dick Bentley:
program, Ed Koehler; and decora
tion, Trevor Griffiths.
Tn the capacity of patrons and
patronesses for the evening will
be Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Patton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Bodley,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burns, Miss
Opal Berg and Mr. Robert Fenix.
•
«
»

Stockton Music
Club Presents
Concerts
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Fall Rush Season
Ends With Formal
Pledging Rites

Inter-Frat Dance
Scheduled For
October 22
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Plans for the coming social year
were formulated Wednesday when
Mothers and Patronesses of Omega
Phi Alpha met in the fraternity
house for their first meeting.
Mrs. Carroll Kirkman, president
of the senior group, presided dur
ing the afternoon affair, and she
was assisted by Mrs. Alfred Hokholt, secretary.
The organization, which
has
Autumn colorings will be the been very active in campus ac
theme to be carried out at the tivities, looks forward to another
tea table at which . Miss Ethel busy season.
*
»
•
Hill, Miss Martha Pierce, Miss
Marie Breniman, and Miss Nella
Rogers will preside.
In the receiving line, Florence
Malik, president; Betty Barry,
vice president, Mrs. Anna Grant,
house mother, and the patronesses
will welcome the faculty, unaf
filiated students, hou^e mothers,
and sorority and fraternity mem
The chapel period last Tuesday
bers.
•
*
*
at 10:45 A. M. was devoted to a
compulsory Senior College assem
bly. Senior College President Tully C. Knoles was the speaker of
the day. The stage was decorated
with flowers that were further
enhanced by the x-ed footlights.
The program started with an
organ prelude and the usual beau
Following the Pacific-Cal Ram tiful Call to Worship by the A
blers football game here tonight, Capella Choir. A trumpet duet,
the Pacific Student Association "The Palms," was then played by
will present the first football John Colwell and Ralph Stuart.
dance of the '38 season.
Two readings from the Scripture
Herman Sapiro and his orches and a hymn were participated in
tra, recently organized, will play by the students. Douglas Taylor
in the gym for dancing between rendered a vocal solo, "The Blind
the hours of ten and twelve-thirty Plowman."
o'clock.
Dr. Knoles, the principal speak
Decorations by a committee er, then delivered his address, the
headed by Junan Bronzich, vice- title of which was "Conflict,
president of the P. S. A., will be Crisis, Conquest."
He made a
carried out in the colors of Pa clear-cut, searching address into
cific and the Ramblers.
history attempting to prove» that
Admission will be by student conflict is inevitable and neces
body cards only. Both Pacific sary. No lasting successes can be
and Cal Rambler cards will be made without conflict in some
honored.
form. The Protestant revolution
was pointed out as an example of
Alpha Theta and Epsilon are a crisis, in that both sides had
both throwing dances this week problems and conflicts within
end, and the general student body their own minds to settle. When
will have a football dance. Boy, such things were settled, conquest
aren't we the stuff?
resulted.
The services concluded with
Speaking of Herman Sapiro, or choral benediction.
were we? Reports have it that his
Attention was called to the
new orchestra really scored at the classes in religion being held
Country Club dance last Saturday each Tuesday at 11:40. Dr. Frost
night. Incidentally, you will have presented the liberal Christian
a chance to hear him after the view in r""'" "'"of the Ad. build
game tonight.
ing last Tuesday.

Mrs. Bradford M. Crittenden,
piesident of the San Joaquin
Alumnae Association, and other
patronesses of Women's Hall in
cluding Mrs. William Hobin, Mrs.
Fred Hosie, Mrs. H. L. Richard
son, and Mrs. Thomas Connolly,
will be honored at a formal tea to
be given Sunday, October 16, In
the lobby of Women's Hall from
4 to 6 p. m.

PAT DUNLAP

SIFT

TIIIS

Omega Phi Alpha
Auxiliary Groups
Hold First Meet

Patronesses At
Dorm To Be
Complimented

GREYHOUND
CHARTER BUS

rfere's "le way to have a bang-up
gf, me enroute to iootball games,
P' ' ,1 ,l, 4rtiss, pow-wows, and other biowi»arP<,f •: ,Ut? • • • charter a Greyhound busl
t^Y^ndly driver will take your
"'
"hole gang whenever and wher>ver you want to go ... and you'll
./'rive all-together, ready for the
„ll, J' j"1* Y°u can really get whacky on
Uu"
®e way . „ „ have a swell lime,
"hat's more. Greyhound charter
er rates are cheaper thaVi driving,
j-. ior all the dope phone:

631

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
We aim to serve alt and we maintain for your
convenience, Sub Station 6 of your local Post
Office, also a branch of the American Rail
way Express, and Western Union Telegraph
service. A local station where you leave your
photo work (films left before 10 a. m. finish
ed and returned by 5 p. m. same day.) Be
sides all Text Books and Supplies. See us
too for fine candies.
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Don't Forget The Game Tonight!
Beat the Cal Ramblers!

PHONE 2047

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
Si
A\
. /
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neck, frontwards or backwards; around the waists; babushka
like, over their heads; or trailing gaily from a breast pocket . . .
And that nice boy who takes you to the games will be proud if you
have a "Cheer Leader" Scarf with his pennant.
"Cheer Leader" Scarfs are gay, amusing, smart. 24-inch
squares of pure silk satin, hand-rolled, hand-printed with exciting
scenes of gridiron and sidelines. The authentic colors, seal and
nickname of C. O. P. (in the front corner.)

si.00

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

"On the Campus for You"

A

Carleen's
Home Decorating Studio

A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

Kallen € Marcnqo Inc.
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Frosh Beat Marin;
Meet San Mateo

AL'S
TIGER
TALK
By AI<EX DONSKER

Bear Talk

Eighty-seven points scored In
one afternoon not a bad showing
that the Golden Bears put on for
some 25,000 spectators In Memorial
Stadium last Saturday afternoon.
The Bears gave an exhibition of
offensive blocking that will long
be remembered by the Tigers, the
sports experts, coaches and spec
tators alike.

No Offense

It may be unfair to take f
poke at a team Just after a 39-1
shellacking, but the main trouble
with Pacific's team this year, Just
as It was last year, Is the com
plete lack of an offense capable of
punching holes In a paper bag.
In case you haven't noticed, Pa
cific has yet to score a single
point against their opponents this
season. In their ten game sched
ule of last year, the Bengals
scored 52 points to their oppon
ents 122 points. They were held
scoreless against U. S. C., Call
fornla, St. Marys, and Fresno
State last season.

Ramblers Tonight

Last year the Tigers lost to the
Cat Ramblers In a flukey game
by a 7-4 score. Stagg's "FortyNlners" will be out there tonight
In an effort to break into the
scoring column this year, and also
to avenge their defeat of last year,
The Ramblers lost to Fresno
State last Saturday night, 27-7,
so the Bengals will be meeting a
team that Is a little more of their
own caliber than the Bears were
last week.

Stuff And Things . . .

•

Coach Francis hopped on
plane and flew to Fresno after the
Bear-Bengal clash last Saturday
to see Fresno and the Ramblers
play under the lights Saturday
night . . . Coach Dud DeGroot of
the San Jose Spartans gave a little
pre-game talk over the radio be
tween the halves of the Cal-Pacific game on the Spartan-Bengal
game of next week , . . "When
asked how his team would come
out against the Bengals, he re
plied that he was sure the Spart
ans could take Stagg's eleven .
We don't doubt that his team will
beat Pacific if they play against
his outfit like they did against
the Bears — but who said they're
going to?
The hew "lnter-club"
sports
league, under the leadership of
Coach Jackson, Is a new and novel
idea ... It Is another way In
which the athletic department is
trying to furnish competition and
recreation for those students not
taking part In lnter-colleglate
sports . . . Nice going, sports de
partment.

Jacksonites Meet TCubs Improve To
San Mateo Sat.
Take Marin J. C
Finally realizing their poten
Fresh from their victory over
the strong Marin J. C. squad last tialities, the Bengal Cubs came
week. Coach Jackson's charges through for the first win of the
will play host to one of the season for C. O. P. by downing
strongest Jaysee Squads in North the heretofore undefeated Marin
ern California when the San Ma J. C. squad by a score of 9 to 6
teo Bulldogs come to town this at Kent Field Friday night before
Saturday night for a tea party a good-sized crowd. The Cubs
under the lights of Baxter Bowl. were In complete charge after
The San Mateo Bulldogs dumped the first quarter and the outcome
the last year's Frosh by the score never was In doubt after they
of 21 to 0 and that's no little started rolling.
The Frosh were outweighed in
score. Last year they were a big,
fast, and well-coached outfit and the line and the backfield but held
they have another of their typical an edge in speed and in fight,
j The several changes that Coach
teams again this year.
S Jackson made in the Tigerlets
HAVE LOST TWO
They have played two games so lineup seemed to have been just
far and lost them both. They lost the thing that the doctor ordered.
to the Santa Clara Frosh and OPPONENTS SCORE EARLY
The Cubs kicked off to Marin
San Francisco Junior College by
the scores of 13 to 0 and 6 to 0, and before Coach Jackson could
although they lost to the S. F. order a bottle of soda-pop, Marin
J. C. by virtue of tough breaks. was settling down to a lead of
Silva, a speedster, is back from 6 to 0. They scored in exactly
last year's team and Curti, a three minutes and used eight
triple-threater are the Bulldogs' plays, the last play being a pass
offensive threats, plus Brill, a 200- into the flat for the score. The
pound fullback that can really kick was blocked by the center
kick the pigskin around. The line of the Cubs' line. Things were
also has two big tackles that are looking very dark, but the Cubs
i came
back strong. They kept
tough.
They boast a line that aver Marin backed up in their terri
ages 189 per man and a back- tory the rest of the first quarter
field that averages 175. This will and the whole second quarter and
give them a weight advantage were threatening to score when
the first half ended.
over the Cubs.
Art Paulson, who has seen little
To begin the second half, the
action as yet should be ready for Frosh came out breathing fire and
this game. It is the toughest brlmestone and scored by virtue
game for the Frosh and if they of a pass from Jolinny Camicia
get over this one they will have to Don Bartoni. Tlie Frosh were
clear sailing for the rest of the., on the Marin 25-yard line when
season.
the Herculean effort occurred. In
The probable starting lineup for cidentally, this year's Frosh team
both teams is as follows:
is living up to the Pacific tradi
tion of passing, as they completed
BULLDOGS
CUBS
Watson 4 passes that gained over 25
Laedcrich ,.. L. E
Leahy yards each. The conversion was
,.. L. T
Ijams
. Gaspar blocked.
Johnson .. ...L. G
Dclaney CUBS KICK FIELD GOAL
.. C
Dowe
The Tigerlets received and be
Stireman
..R. G
Llvte
Albers gan moving down the field for
. R. T
Flatek
Tamborlnl another score but wound up on
Barton! ... .. R. E
Stlva the 20-yard line and last down,
D. Livie .. ..Q
Camicla .. . ,L. H
Huff j They then attempted a field goal,
Silvlera ... . .R. H
Curtl A1 Silviera kicking, but it was no
Holton .... . .F.
WaUen | good. Marin took the ball and
attempted to head down the field,
but were stopped cold by a fierce
charging line and an alert sec
ondary. They were forced to kick,
The University of Nevada open and back came the Cubs, thirsty
ed their Far Western Conference for a score. A pass, to Laederich,
drive successfully last Saturday was caught on the five-yard line,
afternoon when they overpowered but instead of going foreward
Chico State to the tune of a 22-0 they proceeded to lose a few
yards and were forced to try an
score.
The Wolves were only able to other field goal which Silviera
score a safety in the first half made good.
After the Cubs went In front.
on a blocked Chico punt, but hit
pay dirt once in the third quarter, It was no contest. Marin tried
passes as a means of offense but
and twice in the final frame.
Nevada made 13 first downs to the alert Cub line hurried the
receiver and the agile secondary
Chlco's four.
Intercepted them and rammed
them down their throats. A1 Sil
viera Intercepted five passes and
Johnny Camicla, one. At the end
of the game, Coach Jackson sent
in substitutes to gain game ex
perience and even the subs kept
them hacked up against their
own goal line. The game ended
with the Frosh threatening to
score again.
HOLTON LOOKS GOOD
Arthur Holton, converted end
was a very pleasant surprise at
the fullback post.
He really
boomed through the Marin line
in the early part of the game un
til he was knocked out near the
end of the second quarter. A1 Sil
viera was the sparkling light of
the Cubs defense and offense and
he played 60 minutes of hard foot
ball. The ends, Laederich and Bar
toni, stood out with their offensive
ability.
The Tiger Cubs looked good at
all positions and they played a
smart, heady game to win. They
are still on the upswing and
should really go to town when
they Iron out a few tactical
wrinkles In the lineup.

Nevada U. Wins

It's BRAV0«w McKEEGAN
for ARROW

Rambler- C.O.P.
Grid Scores
1933
1934
7935
7936
1937
1938

What shirt does right
by all suits?

3 o
6 0
No Game
26 0
4 7
y i

Bengal Sports Page
EDITED BY ALEX DONSKER

It goes with striped suits—checked suits.
It goes with every suit in your wardrobe—winter
and summer.
Arrow makes the best white shirts. The only shirts
with the famous Arrow collar. The only shirts with
the superb Arrow tailoring. The only shirts in
Mitoga form-St design. Sanforized. X—^
A new shirt if one ever shrinks. \J^RR0]^S)

"Inter-Club"
Competition
To Be Held

* The Tigers, although they iJ
than a
a lot
iui different ,uan
football team should, have
given up hopes of having a
cessful season. In meeting
Ramblers, the Bengals win
playing a team more of theii
caliber, in fact, the way the !
biers lost to
-- San Jose and
rooters can
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Six Divisions to Enter
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Pictured above is "Vic" Bottari drop-kicking his first point after touchdown
in the opening minutes of the first quarter of the Bear-Bengal clash last Saturday
afternoon. Bengal players are Clem Swagerty (37), Irwin Grnbbs (31), McWilliams
on one knee watching the ball sail over his head, and Jack Tulloch jumping into
the air in an attempt to block the try forconversion.

POWERFUL BEAR VARSITY
OVERWHELMS BENGALS
IN BERKELEY "GAME"

TOKEN SENT
TO 'PIC

Soper, Vaughn, Olaeta, Piccardo and Becker
Stand Out.As California Runs Wild
Scoring almost at will, the powerful University of
California Bears smashed the College of Pacific Tigers
forward wall almost beyond recognition last Saturday
afternoon at Berkeley to hang up a 39 to 0 victory over
the little hand of Staggmen.
Starting their touchdown party from the opening

kickoff, the California eleven made">
their initial score in the first six Soper shined with his consistent
minutes of play. Finding a gaping
tackling, Tom Oleata, kid brother
hole at right guard, Dave Ander
son broke through and raced 55 of Pacific's great Joey Oleata,
yards down the side lines to ig- stole the limelight as he broke up
nite the spark for the Bears one the Bears aerial attack during the
sided triumph.
last half. Oleata would seemingly
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come from nowhere to bat down
California
powerhouse
plays,
Stagg's orange and black eleven passes just as they were settling
found themselves hopelessly trail down in the outstretched hands of
ing by five touchdowns at the a California receiver.
close of the first half.
PICCARDO HURT
Regaining their strength during
The joy of Saturday's game was
half time, the Tigers came back
to hold the Bears reserve squad dampened by the injury of line
to a single score in the last thirty man, Wardell Piccardo. Playing
a fast-hard game until he had to
minutes of play.
be carried to the hospital with a
TIGERS LOOK BAD
head injury that will close his
Despite the power and speed football career, Piccardo's was the
displayed by "Stub"
Allison's third feature in Pacific's front
"Wonder team," Pacific should line.
have made a better showing on
Pacific made no first downs
both offense and defense. The
Tigers seemed to be dead on their from the line of scrimmage and
feet and sadly lacking in fire and just two from passes for 43 yards.
spirit. Everything seemed to go California rolled up 537 yards
wrong with their carefully. laid from scrimmage, twenty first
plans for the opening gun until downs from scrimmage and two
from jMisses.
the game became a closed book.
Coaches Stagg and Francis have
For the first time since the "38"
grid wars got under way, "Sling had their hands full this week
ing Bob" Adamina found his pass trying to whip the Tigers into
ing range. However his efforts winning form for tonight's game
proved futile as the potential re at Baxter Stadium with the Cali
ceivers dropped set up after set fornia Ramblers.
up.
Stagg's forward wall looked
"holey" time and again when Bot
tari and Anderson ripped through
center line for frequent long
gains. The Tigers used every guard,
tackle and center on the squad in
a final effort to check Cal's
Pacific rooters shouldn't
smashing offense.
feel so bad about losing to
the Golden Bears by a mere
VAUGHN, BECKER STAR
39 points. Take a look at
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what happened to Chicago
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U., Stagg's old alma mater,
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when the Bengals meet on
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November 12.
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The Chicago Maroons lost
Soper shared top honors in the
to Michigan, 45-7. Chicago
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a
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to whistle, often stopping the
eleven.
They scored their
Californians cold as they reached
only touchdown late in the ;
the line of scrimmage.
first half on a 45-yard pass
Although Soper was off form In
from Lewis Hamity to John
punting he made up his short
coming by turning in a whale of
Davenport, who ran 50 yards
for the touchdown.
a performance on defense. While

Maroons
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According to latest reports
from the Berkeley campus,
John Piccardo, injured Ben
gal tackle,' is well on the road
to recoverj\ He will probably
come home in the next few
days.
As a token of friendship,
the Bengal varsity is sending
"Pic" a beautiful Pacific belt
buckle with special engrav
ings on it from the team. Al
so with the buckle will go a
letter of condolence In which
every member of the squad
and coaching staff have sign
ed their names.
It is requested by Pic
cardo's parents that students,
although they may be eager
to hear of "Pic's" condition,
cease making phone calls at
the Piccardo residence for in
formation about their injured
son, as it inconveniences them
a great deal by the excessive
number of plione calls.

Spartans Whip
Humboldt
San Jose's steam-rolling Spart
ans continued their victory . march
by piling up a 48-0 score against
Humboldt State last Friday night.
In winning their fourth straight
victory in a row the Spartans
have collected 157 points on the
credit side qt their ledger, making
them one of the highest scoring
teams in the country today.
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The Spartans scored five touch
downs In the first half against
Humboldt, all of them being made
on passes. In the fourth quarter,
San Jose resumed scoring again,
with Captain Walt McPherson
running 25 yards for one score
and breaking through tackle on
a short sprint for the other.
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The Tigers will meet the Spart
ans in San Jose next Friday night
in an attempt to stop the Spartan
scoring splurge, and also to ring
up their first victory over the
Spartans while under the tutelage
College of the Pacific's Orange
of Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg.
and Black pennant occupies a
place of prominence on the new
Albert Richard football map, a
colorful gazeteer of
American
football just received by the Pa
cific WEEKLY.
The football map, handsomely
»*honi 2962 W
executed in full color, shows the
locations
of
leading
colleges
throughout the United States, as
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-OPEN TILL 2 A. M.-

At a Block "p" meeting held
Wednesday night, the following
members were elected as officers
for the present semester: A1
Hedges, president: Emrys Lloyd:
vice-president, and Carter "Pat'
Dunlap, secretary.

ARROW HITT

With the longest-wearing non-wilt collar

Win Column Against Ramblers
A rejuvinated Pacific varsity will open their h,
grid campaign tonight at Baxter Stadium again,
strong California Rambler team. Stagg s eleven win
out to win their first football game of the '38 sea
and incidentally, also to hieak into the scoring C0W

ARROW NEW TRUMP

With longest-wearing soft collar

"Forty -Niners" Hope To Crack

"VIC" BOOTS NO. 7—32 TO GO!

Block "P" Elects

WHITE!
It goes with tweeds.

Bengals To Meet
Ramblers Tonight
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